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Partially substituting one alkali oxide for another reduces the crystallisation tendency and improves the processing of bioactive glasses. Here, we investigate how we can use alkali ions of varying ionic radii to control glass degradation and ion release from Bioglass 45S5. Partially replacing sodium by lithium reduced ion release in static and dynamic dissolution studies in Tris buffer, while ion release increased with increasing potassium for sodium substitution. While the mixed alkali effect is known to reduce ion release from conventional silicate glasses (compared to compositions containing one alkali oxide only), in the glasses studied here ion release was controlled by the packing of the silicate network, described by glass molar volume and oxygen density. Incorporating an alkali ion of smaller ionic radius (Li for Na or Na for K) resulted in a more compact network of higher oxygen density, which reduced ion release. On the other hand, an alkali ion of larger ionic radius (K for Na or Na for Li) expanded the silicate network, allowing for faster ion release. This can be explained by water molecules penetrating an expanded silicate network more easily than a more compact one, thereby directly influencing the ion exchange between modifier ions and protons from the dissolution medium. This shows that the use of modifier ions of varying ionic radii allows for tailoring bioactive glass ion release and degradation while maintaining silicate network polymerisation and network connectivity. And, indeed, recent literature suggests that this concept can be extended to other modifiers besides alkali metal ions, making it possible to design bioactive glasses of tailored solubility.

1 Introduction

The first bioactive glass, Bioglass® 45S5, developed by Larry Hench1 in 1969, has been in clinical use since the mid-1980s.2 The reason for its clinical success is its ability to release ions, form a surface layer of hydroxycarbonate apatite, which allows for the formation of an intimate bond to the bone, and ultimately degrade in the body.1 Owing to their amorphous structure, glasses are not as dependent on a specific stoichiometry as crystals are, and they allow a larger flexibility in composition. This makes it possible to incorporate varying concentrations of ions showing physiological activity and therapeutic properties into bioactive glasses.3 When the glasses degrade, they continuously release these ions, making bioactive glasses of interest as controlled release devices.4 As glass degradation, ion release and apatite formation are the key properties of bioactive glasses, various studies aimed at elucidating the mechanisms behind them. Static dissolution experiments in various dissolution media (including Tris buffer,5 simulated body fluid6 or cell culture medium7) combined with vibrational6 or solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy8 and X-ray diffraction (XRD) on the treated glass powders gave insight into the relationship between glass structure and ion release and apatite formation. Recent dynamic, i.e. continuous, dissolution experiments helped to further our understanding of the ion release kinetics9 while molecular dynamics simulations gave insight into the mechanism at an atomic scale.10,11

The aim of these efforts was to tailor bioactive glass properties by controlling ion release as well as in vitro and in vivo compatibility. The challenge here is that in order to achieve optimum degradation and bioactivity, one needs to stay within a relatively narrow compositional range with regard to silica content, silicate network polymerisation and network connectivity.12 This means that in order to design new bioactive glass compositions with properties tailored to meet clinical requirements, we need to deepen our understanding of how these properties depend on the type of modifier cations present in the glass. Besides the physiological impact of these ions, their properties...
such as ionic radius, charge and field strength and, subsequently, their influence on the glass structure need to be characterised in detail.

Here, we focus on bioactive glass 45S5\(^1\) and investigate the influence of three typical modifier ions having the same charge but varying in their ionic radius and, thus, in their field strength: the alkali metal cations lithium (ionic radius of \(\text{Li}^+\) 76 pm),\(^1\) sodium (Na\(^+\) 102 pm) and potassium (K\(^+\) 138 pm). Varying the type (but not the concentration) of modifier ions can be expected to maintain the silicate network connectivity constant.\(^1\) But previous studies have shown that by replacing sodium ions with potassium, a modifier of larger ionic radius, or lithium, a modifier of smaller ionic radius, the packing (or compactness) of the silicate network can be changed dramatically.\(^1\)\(^5\) Our hypothesis was that this would directly influence the ion release behaviour (with a more densely packed glass resulting in reduced or slower ion release and vice versa), and subsequently apatite formation. However, the mixed alkali effect (MAE) has also been shown to influence the ion release behaviour of silicate glasses, with mixed alkali compositions showing reduced ion release compared to glasses containing one alkali oxide only.\(^1\)\(^6\) We therefore combine static and dynamic dissolution experiments, followed by infrared spectroscopy and XRD on the glass powders, to investigate which factor (alkali ionic radius/network packing or MAE) would be the dominating one in controlling ion release, dissolution and apatite formation.

## 2 Materials and methods

### 2.1 Glass synthesis

Glasses in the system \(\text{SiO}_2\)-\(\text{P}_2\text{O}_5\)-\(\text{CaO}\)-\(\text{Na}_2\text{O}\)-\(\text{Li}_2\text{O}/\text{K}_2\text{O}\) were prepared using a melt-quench route.\(^1\)\(^5\) \(\text{Na}_2\text{O}\) was replaced by \(\text{Li}_2\text{O}\) or \(\text{K}_2\text{O}\) in increasing amounts (0 to 100% on a molar basis; Table 1). Glasses were prepared in 150 g batches by a melt-quench route as described earlier.\(^1\)\(^5\) Briefly, mixtures of \(\text{SiO}_2\), \(\text{Ca(H}_2\text{PO}_4)_2\) \(\times\) \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\), \(\text{CaCO}_3\), \(\text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3\), \(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\) and \(\text{K}_2\text{CO}_3\) were sintered together in an electric furnace using a platinum crucible at 1250 °C for one hour and then melted for 1 hour at 1350 °C. After melting, the glasses were rapidly quenched in water to prevent crystallisation. After drying, the frit was ground in a steel mortar and sieved using analytical sieves.

Glass monoliths were prepared by re-melting the glass frit at 1350 °C, pouring the melt into a brass mould, placing the resulting glass block in a pre-heated oven set to 30 K below \(T_g\) and then allowing it to cool to room temperature in the switched off furnace overnight. The composition of selected glasses was analysed on polished monoliths using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX; Jeol JSM-7001F scanning electron microscope equipped with an EDAX Trident analysing system).

### 2.2 Static dissolution experiments

0.062 mol L\(^-1\) tris(hydroxymethyl)amino methane (Tris) solution was prepared by dissolving 14.9 g of Tris in 800 mL of deionised water and adding 44.2 mL of 1 mol L\(^-1\) HCl solution. The solution was heated to 37 °C, the pH adjusted to 7.40 using 1 mol L\(^-1\) HCl solution and the volume made to 1000 mL. 75 mg glass (sieved to <38 μm) was immersed in 50 mL Tris solution for 6, 15, 24 and 72 hours at 37 °C. Before and after each time period, pH was measured (pH meter HI 8314 with pH electrode HI 1217 D, HANNA Instruments, Kehl am Rhein, Germany), and the samples were filtered through a medium porosity filter paper (5 μm particle retention, VWR International) and acidified using nitric acid (69%). Elemental concentrations were analysed using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Varian Liberty 150, Agilent Technologies, Böblingen, Germany). Experiments were performed in triplicate, and the results are presented as a percentage of the ions originally present in the glass (mean ± standard deviation, SD).

### 2.3 Powder analysis

Retained powders after treatment in Tris buffer were rinsed with acetone and dried. Treated and untreated glass powders were characterised by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR; Nicolet Avatar 370 DTGS, Thermo Electron Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD; D5000, Siemens; CuKα, data collected at room temperature). XRD results were compared to reference patterns including those of calcium carbonate (JCPDS 00-005-0586) and hydroxycarbonate apatite (JCPDS 00-019-0272).

### 2.4 Dynamic dissolution experiments

Dissolution profiles for the glasses were measured using a dynamic flow cell connected to an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (Optima 5300 DV, Perkin Elmer) as described previously.\(^1\)\(^7\) The ion concentrations were measured on-line every 12 s (one replicate per measurement). The experimental set-up is described in detail elsewhere.\(^9\)\(^,\)\(^1\)\(^8\) The sample cell was filled with glass particles (270 ± 5 mg; particle size range 300 to 500 μm), and random packing was assumed. A peristaltic pump fed the medium vertically upwards through the bed of glass particles. The flow rate was adjusted to 0.2 mL min\(^{-1}\) to achieve a laminar flow,\(^9\) temperature was maintained at 37 ± 2 °C.

### 2.5 Scanning electron microscopy

For scanning electron microscopy analysis (SEM; field-emitting SEM Jeol JSM 7001F) glass monoliths were cut into 0.5 × 0.5 × 1 cm\(^3\) pieces. These pieces were cut using a diamond saw,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>(\text{SiO}_2)</th>
<th>(\text{P}_2\text{O}_5)</th>
<th>(\text{CaO})</th>
<th>(\text{Na}_2\text{O})</th>
<th>(\text{Li}_2\text{O})</th>
<th>(\text{K}_2\text{O})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li100</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li75</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li50</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li25</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45S5</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K25</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K50</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K75</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K100</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fractured, immediately transferred onto an SEM sample holder, attached to it with conductive silver and placed in the SEM sample chamber. Specimens were not coated with any conductive layer. A maximum voltage of 2 kV was used for imaging to avoid charges on the uncoated samples. The samples were afterwards kept in ambient atmosphere for 2 and 7 days, and SEM analysis was repeated as described above.

3 Results

3.1 Glasses

All glasses were amorphous according to powder X-ray diffraction results as shown previously.\textsuperscript{15} Analysed glass compositions (Table 2) agreed well with the nominal ones, indicating that no significant loss had occurred e.g. owing to vaporisation.

3.2 Static dissolution experiments

All glasses caused the typical pH increase in Tris buffer at early time points. At six hours, the pH increase was more pronounced with increasing K for Na substitution, while Li for Na substitution did not seem to have a pronounced influence on the pH (Fig. 1a). At 24 hours, no pronounced differences in pH were observed with substitution (not shown).

Relative ions in solution (shown as a percentage of the ions present in the untreated glass) at 6 hours of immersion decreased with Li (Fig. 1b) and increased with K for Na substitution (Fig. 1c). At 24 hours, no significant differences in relative ion concentrations in solution were observed with lithium substitution while the increase in ionic concentration with potassium substitution was far less pronounced than at 6 hours (not shown).

Ion concentrations increased over time (Fig. 2), with lithium-substituted glasses (shown for Li50 in Fig. 2a) showing a slower increase than potassium-substituted glasses (shown for K50 in Fig. 2b).

3.3 Powder analysis

FTIR spectra of untreated glasses (shown for Li50 and K50 in Fig. 3a and b) showed the typical features of bioactive silicate glasses, including two very pronounced non-bridging oxygen (NBO) bands between 840 and 940 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and a bridging oxygen (BO) band of lower intensity at about 1040 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{19} Upon immersion in Tris buffer, the NBO bands disappeared within the first 6 hours owing to the ion exchange between modifiers from the glass and protons from the solution, while an Si–O–Si band, corresponding to the newly formed silica gel (or ion-depleted glass), appeared at 790 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. At six hours, a single broad band was visible for the spectrum of glass K50 between 560 and 600 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, which is usually taken as an indication of the formation of an amorphous calcium phosphate layer.\textsuperscript{6} No clear band was observed in this region for glass Li50. From 15 hours, a split phosphate (P–O) bending band appeared in the same region (560 and 600 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) for both glasses, together with a P–O stretch band at 1015 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, overlapping with the BO band. Both suggest the formation of an apatite surface layer.\textsuperscript{6} In addition, a carbonate band appeared at about 870 cm\textsuperscript{-1} as well as broad carbonate bands in the region starting from 1400 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, suggesting carbonate substitution in the apatite lattice.\textsuperscript{20} These apatitic features were more pronounced at 24 hours,

Table 2 Analysed glass composition (mol%) of selected glasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>SiO\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na\textsubscript{2}O</th>
<th>K\textsubscript{2}O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45S5</td>
<td>45.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>27.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>24.3 ± 1.5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K50</td>
<td>46.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>27.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>11.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>12.44 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K100</td>
<td>46.0 ± 1.7</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>26.8 ± 1.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>24.6 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Static dissolution experiments: (a) pH and (b and c) relative ionic concentrations vs. (b) Li and (c) K for Na substitution at 6 hours of immersion in Tris buffer.
but no pronounced change in intensity was observed afterwards, i.e. between 24 and 72 hours.

Fig. 3c and d reveal differences with composition, as at 6 hours only 45S5 showed any apatite-related bands. Potassium-substituted glasses (Fig. 3d) showed a broad single band (which may possibly show splitting for lower substitutions) between 560 and 600 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating the formation of an amorphous calcium phosphate layer (or the beginning of the formation of a crystalline apatite layer for lower substitutions). No such band was visible for lithium-substitutted glasses (Fig. 3c). At 15 (not shown) and 24 hours (Fig. 3c and f), however, all glasses showed the typical P–O bands indicating the presence of a crystalline apatite surface layer.

XRD results confirmed that this surface layer was indeed apatite. Fig. 4a and b show the amorphous halo shifting from about 31 to 23° 2\(\theta\) upon immersion in Tris buffer, as a result of the ion exchange and formation of an ion-depleted silicate layer (silica gel) mentioned above. From 15 hours, the typical broad apatite reflections are visible, indicating the formation of apatite of poor crystallinity. Reflections are broadened owing to substitutions in the lattice\(^8\) and possibly because of nanometre sized crystals.\(^21\) At 6 hours, Li75 showed a single reflection at about 29° 2\(\theta\) (Fig. 5b), indicating the presence of calcium carbonate.\(^6\) At 24 hours (Fig. 4c and d) all glasses showed the typical reflections corresponding to apatite, while Li50 to Li100 also showed a single reflection at 29.4° 2\(\theta\), which corresponds to the highest intensity peak of calcium carbonate.

### 3.4 Dynamic dissolution experiments

The results of dynamic dissolution experiments (presented as concentrations normalised to the amount of the same element in the glass) are shown in Fig. 5. For 0 and 25% substitutions (and partly for the other compositions), sodium concentrations were above the detection limit and therefore could not be quantified. Modifier concentrations showed a sharp maximum at early time points (about 50 to 100 s), while at later time points the results remained more constant. For phosphate concentrations, the shape of the curve and maximum concentration (about 2 L\(^{-1}\)) were comparable for all compositions. Silicon concentrations were lower for the Li series (0.71 to 0.87 L\(^{-1}\)) than the K series (0.98 to 1.04 L\(^{-1}\)).

Fig. 6a and b show normalised modifier concentrations of the initial maximum at 50 to 100 s and at later time points (1800 to 2100 s) vs. Li/K for Na substitution in the glass. Modifier concentrations in solution decreased with increasing lithium substitution (Fig. 6a) and increased with increasing potassium substitution (Fig. 6b). Normalised concentrations of silicon species in dynamic experiments in the final stage of the experiment (1800 to 2100 s) decreased with lithium substitution and increased with potassium substitution (Fig. 6c).

### 3.5 Scanning electron microscopy

SEM micrographs of lithium-substituted glasses showed droplet-shaped features, shown for compositions Li25 and Li100 in Fig. 7a and b. For Li25 (Fig. 7a) there are two different types of droplet-shaped features. The larger droplets are about 1 µm in diameter; the smaller ones are about 100 to 200 nm. Li100 (Fig. 7b) also shows a distinct structuring of the fractured surface. In comparison to the features present for Li25 the shape of the features is less homogeneous for Li100, and they reach a size of up to 5 µm. The droplet phase present for Li100 also shows secondary structuring of smaller features. In both glasses, the contrast in the SEM pictures is caused mainly by topographic contrast. In the potassium series, glasses K75 (not shown) and K100 (Fig. 7c) show structures similar to the ones observed for the lithium-substituted series; the observed droplets were mostly around 200 nm in size.

The features observed for composition K100 (Fig. 7c) changed with time: they increased in size and the droplets started to show cracks. No such change was observed for composition Li100 (Fig. 7b). Li25 (Fig. 7a) did not show any change at 2 days, but showed some additional features at 7 days, which seemed to have formed on top of the original ones.

### 4 Discussion

One drawback of bioactive phospho-silicate glasses is their pronounced tendency to undergo crystallisation during heat treatment,\(^14\) which limits their processing at elevated temperatures.\(^4\) One approach for controlling this crystallization...
tendency has been the partial replacement of sodium oxide with potassium oxide,\textsuperscript{22–25} thereby making use of the MAE,\textsuperscript{26} which resulted in a wider processing window compared to glasses containing one type of alkali oxide only.\textsuperscript{15} Our results presented here show that combining different alkali metal cations may also help to control and tailor glass solubility and ion release.

Bioactive glasses are well-known to cause a pH rise when immersed in aqueous solutions.\textsuperscript{14} The results from static dissolution experiments showed that this pH rise was more pronounced with increasing potassium substitution and less pronounced with increasing lithium substitution (Fig. 1a). Ion concentrations in static dissolution experiments showed the same trend: at 6 hours, normalised modifier ion concentrations increased with increasing potassium substitution and decreased with increasing lithium substitution (Fig. 1b and c). The results from dynamic dissolution experiments confirmed the findings.

Fig. 3 FTIR spectra of glasses (a) Li50 and (b) K50 at various time points of immersion in Tris buffer and (c and e) Li and (d and f) K for Na substituted glasses at (c and d) 6 and (e and f) 24 hours of immersion in Tris buffer (static dissolution experiments).
from static experiments, as they also showed higher normalised modifier concentrations in solution with increasing potassium substitution and lower concentrations with increasing lithium substitution (Fig. 6). Both pH rise and ionic concentrations in solution originate from the ion exchange between modifier cations from the glass and protons from the dissolution medium. As modifier ions are released, protons are incorporated into the glass, bind to non-bridging oxygens (NBO) and form silanol groups (Si–OH). As a result the dissolution medium becomes depleted of protons and the pH increases. 14

Modifier cations are bound to NBO but are, in fact, coordinated by several oxygen atoms, including BO and NBO. 27,28 Therefore, alkali metal cations, which can charge-balance a single NBO, are actually connected to more than one NBO each. 28 This has led to the suggestion of microsegregation within the glass structure, with modifier cations forming clusters in the form of channels. 29,30 These channels are energetically favourable pathways for ion transport. 31 While the cation generally sits and oscillates within an oxygen coordination polyhedron, it can also occasionally hop from one polyhedron to a recently vacated adjacent one. While actual ion hops occur between neighbouring polyhedra only, ion migration over longer distances occurs through a series of hops along those modifier channels. This ion migration is of importance not only for conductivity but also for ion release. 32

When partially substituting one alkali oxide for another in a glass, properties that depend on transport mechanisms (including electrical conductivity, dielectric loss but also thermal properties) typically show non-linear changes, an effect which is referred to as the mixed alkali effect (MAE). 26,33 Molecular dynamics simulations have shown that when more than one type of alkali oxide is present in a glass, the alkali ions are intimately mixed within the microsegregation channels, 30 which may impede the ion hopping process. The MAE has also been observed to affect the ion release from (non-bioactive) silicate glasses, with mixed alkali compositions showing a less pronounced pH rise as well as less pronounced glass corrosion compared to the compositions containing only one alkali oxide. 16,26,34 In the present study, however, the mixed alkali compositions did not show any minima (or maxima) compared to the single alkali compositions. Instead, ion release (as indicated by pH changes and ionic concentrations at early time points during static dissolution experiments as well as ionic concentrations in dynamic dissolution studies) increased with K for Na (or Na for Li) substitution and decreased with Li for Na (or Na for K) substitution.

![Fig. 4 XRD patterns of glasses (a) Li75 and (b) K75 at various time points of immersion in Tris buffer and (c) Li and (d) K for Na substituted glasses at 24 hours of immersion in Tris buffer (* apatite, # calcium carbonate; static dissolution experiments).](image-url)
The ionic radius of the alkali ions used in the present study changes in the order Li⁺ (76 pm), Na⁺ (102 pm), and K⁺ (138 pm), which has been previously shown to have a pronounced effect on the packing of the silicate network (presented as molar volume and oxygen density, Fig. 8a and b) of the glasses. When substituting a smaller ion for a larger one (e.g. Li⁺ for Na⁺ or Na⁺ for K⁺), the glass network becomes more compact (shown in terms of a smaller molar volume and an increased oxygen density). By contrast, when substituting K⁺ for Na⁺ (or Na⁺ for Li⁺), the glass network expands, i.e. the molar volume increases and the oxygen density decreases.

In the present study, we decided to characterise the packing of the silicate network or the “packing density” by looking at the oxygen density rather than by the atomic packing density, $C_g$. $C_g$ describes how much of the glass volume is occupied by atoms. The oxygen density, by contrast, describes the concentration (or mass) of oxygen atoms per unit volume, and depending on the size of the metal cations, the packing of the oxygen atoms, i.e. the oxygen density, can be significantly altered. Variations in oxygen density describe how far apart or close together the silicate chains are – for larger modifier ions (e.g. K⁺) the silicate network “expands”, while for smaller modifier ions (e.g. Li⁺), the silicate network becomes more compact (Fig. 8). The oxygen density is thus very useful for glass systems where the number of oxygen atoms does not change with composition, e.g. where the network connectivity...
is kept constant. Here, we replace sodium oxide by either lithium oxide or potassium oxide on a molar basis, and thus the number of oxygen atoms remains constant.

It has been shown by molecular dynamics simulations that the highly disrupted network of bioactive glasses (together with the large concentration of modifier ions and NBO) allows for strong interaction between water molecules and the glass surface as well as for easy penetration of water molecules into the silicate network. This then leads to an ion exchange between modifier ions in the glass and protons from the dissolution medium and, subsequently, to the formation of surface layers, including silica gel and apatite layers. As a result, the dissolution and ion release patterns of bioactive glasses and more cross-linked silicate glasses have been shown to differ considerably, and one of the main reasons is that conventional glasses (with their lower concentration of modifiers and NBO and higher network connectivity) allow for ion exchange near the surface only. Bioactive glasses, by contrast, with their more disrupted network, allow for ions to be released from deep within the silicate network, resulting in longer, more constant ion release.

If a more disrupted silicate network facilitates ion release, then the results presented here may indicate that ion release from potassium-substituted glasses was faster owing to a more expanded network (caused by larger modifier ions), allowing for easier water penetration and ion exchange. On the other hand, ion release from lithium-substituted glasses was slower owing to a more compact network impeding penetration of water molecules and, possibly, ion mobility within the network. This suggests that in the bioactive glasses presented here, ion release is directly controlled by the packing of the silicate network via modifier ionic radii.

Different alkali metal atoms also differ in their electronegativity, with M–O bonds increasing in ionic character and decreasing in covalent character in the order lithium, sodium, and potassium. This character (i.e., more ionic or more covalent) of the M–O bond may also affect the rate at which the alkali metal ion is released, with more ionic bonds possibly resulting in faster ion release. However, as calcium ions were also released faster from potassium-substituted glasses than from lithium-substituted or sodium-containing ones, the electronegativity of the alkali metal ion or the character of the M–O bond cannot be the main factor here. It is therefore likely that the compactness of the silicate network (via modifier ionic radius) is indeed the main contributing factor.

It is not quite clear why no MAE was observed in the present study. This behaviour is in contrast to the release of ions from more cross-linked, conventional mixed alkali silicate glasses, which showed reduced pH rise and ion release for compositions containing both sodium and potassium, compared to glasses...
containing sodium only. As the MAE is usually explained by transport mechanisms being affected by the presence of two different alkali ions, these results may suggest that ion release from bioactive (Hench-type) and conventional (more cross-linked) glasses may be controlled by differences in the underlying ion transport mechanism. It has been shown by molecular dynamics simulations, for example, that calcium ions lie in sodium microsegregation channels and thus can impede sodium ion migration. This effect seems to be, however, less pronounced for highly disrupted bioactive silicate glasses with their large concentration of modifier ions and NBO compared to highly polymerised silicate glasses suggesting some pronounced differences in the ion transport mechanism for silicate glasses of high and low silica content. As the results here showed that the ion release was affected strongly by the packing of the silicate network, these differences in ion transport and release may be directly related to the glass structure. However, further experiments are necessary to investigate the details.

Relative silicon concentrations in static dissolution experiments (Fig. 1) and normalised silicon concentrations in dynamic studies (Fig. 5) were significantly lower than those observed for modifier ions. This shows clearly that the glasses do not dissolve congruently, which is not surprising, as silicate glasses are well known to dissolve by ion exchange between modifier ions and protons from the dissolution medium. The general trends observed for silicon concentrations were, however, comparable to those observed for modifiers: silicon concentrations in solution increased with increasing potassium substitution in static (Fig. 1c) and dynamic dissolution experiments (Fig. 6c) and decreased with increasing lithium substitutions in dynamic dissolution experiments (Fig. 6c). However, no pronounced changes in silicon concentration with lithium substitution were observed in static dissolution experiments (Fig. 1b).

The mechanism behind the release of silicon-containing species from bioactive glasses has been a matter of debate. It has been suggested that owing to the highly disrupted structure of Hench-type bioactive glasses, small silicate units (e.g. rings or short chains) may be released without the need for Si–O–Si hydrolysis. However, it has also been shown that bioactive glass implants can degrade completely in vivo, even for more cross-linked bioactive glasses such as S53P4. The latter point suggests that some Si–O–Si hydrolysis does occur, possibly caused by a high pH directly at the glass/water interface. As potassium-substituted glasses gave a faster pH increase than lithium-substituted ones in the present study, the higher Si concentrations observed for potassium-substituted glasses may originate from alkaline Si–O–Si hydrolysis. However, previous studies have shown no indication of alkaline Si–O–Si hydrolysis in Tris buffer of pH 9, suggesting that the slightly higher overall pH for potassium-substituted glasses here is unlikely to result in a significant increase in silicate network hydrolysis. It is known, however, that the solubility of silicon species is strongly pH dependent and we thus conclude that the higher Si concentrations observed for potassium-substituted glasses compared to lithium-substituted ones during dynamic dissolution studies are simply caused by a slightly higher pH, allowing for higher concentrations of silicon to dissolve into the Tris buffer and stay in solution rather than remain behind as a silica gel layer.

The interpretation of phosphate concentrations in solution is less straightforward. Phosphate gets released from the glass,
resulting in increasing phosphate concentrations at early time points of static dissolution experiments. At later time points, however, phosphate concentrations decrease (Fig. 2) owing to phosphate being consumed during apatite formation as discussed below.\textsuperscript{14} Phosphate concentrations found in solution therefore depend on the phosphate release rates as well as on the rate of apatite formation. Here, the use of dynamic (or continuous) dissolution experiments is a great advantage. The constant flow of dissolution medium through the sample cell impedes the build-up of ions released from the glass, and thus should make it possible to study the ion release without ionic concentrations in solution being affected by precipitation of apatite (or other crystalline) species.\textsuperscript{9}

While the concentrations of modifier ions and silicon species were strongly affected by the oxygen density of the glass, relative phosphate concentrations during dynamic release studies did not show any clear trends with substitution. This suggests that phosphate release was much less affected by the oxygen density of the glasses than the release of modifier ions; however, we cannot currently explain this trend.

Another interesting point is that for highly lithium-substituted glasses, normalised concentrations of lithium, calcium and phosphate ions were nearly the same during dynamic dissolution experiments (Fig. 5d, f and h). This suggests that here modifier and phosphate ions were released...
Phosphate concentration during static dissolution experiments, particularly glasses K75 and K100, showed much lower normalised phosphate concentrations than modifier concentrations. 31P MAS NMR experiments have shown phosphate to be present as orthophosphate (PO₄³⁻, charge-balanced by modifier ions) in the structure of bioactive phospho-silicate glasses (with Si–O–P bonds being present in very small amounts only if at all). Therefore, one would expect phosphate and modifier ions to be released at comparable rates. The differences observed here may be related to possible phase separation, as suggested earlier, but this requires further investigation. Another possible explanation could be apatite precipitation. As explained above, owing to the continuous flow set-up, apatite precipitation is unlikely here. However, it is noticeable that phosphate concentrations, unlike the concentrations of modifiers and silicon species, decreased during later points of dynamic dissolution experiments. Apatite precipitation therefore cannot be fully excluded, and more detailed studies are currently under way to investigate this possibility.

Phosphate concentration during static dissolution experiments, particularly the decrease in phosphate concentrations observed at later time points, is usually an indication of apatite formation, as phosphate is consumed during apatite precipitation. In the present study no pronounced differences in phosphate concentrations were observed with composition at early time points (Fig. 1b and c), except for slightly higher phosphate concentrations for highly potassium-substituted glasses. This point will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

FTIR results showed distinct differences in apatite formation with substitution at early time points (Fig. 3c and d), suggesting that partially replacing sodium with lithium or potassium decreased the rate of apatite formation. For lithium-substituted glasses, this effect was probably caused by low ionic concentrations in solution: as lithium substitution reduced the ion release, concentrations in solution may simply not be high enough for supersaturation and subsequent apatite precipitation. For potassium-containing glasses, which showed a much higher solubility, ion release cannot be the main factor. The apatite formed on bioactive glasses is usually described as a hydroxyapatite or hydroxycarbonate apatite, but it is in fact highly substituted, similar to bone apatite. It is further known that monovalent cations can be incorporated into the apatite lattice, with e.g. Na⁺ replacing Ca⁺² while CO₃⁻² simultaneously replaces PO₄³⁻. The reduced rates of apatite formation observed for potassium-substituted glasses may therefore be related to the incorporation of Na⁺ into the apatite lattice. And, indeed, it has been shown that apatite precipitated in the presence of K⁺ instead of Na⁺ contained less alkali and carbonate. Generally, the incorporation of carbonate and alkali ions into apatite seems to be linked to the ionic radius of the alkali metal cation, decreasing in the order lithium > sodium > potassium > rubidium. The presence of amorphous calcium phosphates for potassium-substituted glasses, as indicated by FTIR results, further suggests that apatite precipitation and crystallisation were delayed compared to 45S5, but not inhibited.

The slower apatite formation for lithium- and potassium-substituted glasses compared to 45S5 (Fig. 3 and 4) may therefore have been caused by different factors: the presence of potassium ions may reduce apatite crystallisation owing to its larger ionic radius, making it more difficult to incorporate it into the apatite crystal lattice. By contrast, apatite formation may have been reduced for lithium-containing glasses owing to their much lower solubility, and thus lower concentrations (e.g. of Ca⁺² ions) in solution available for apatite precipitation.

It has been shown previously that ion release patterns from dynamic dissolution studies on bioactive glasses can be related to their bioactivity in vivo. Lithium- and potassium-substituted glasses gave an initial peak, or spike, of very high modifier release in the present study, followed by lower release. The shape of their release curves places them in the range between “medium” and “slow” bioactivity, based on this previous classification. While all glasses in the present study had formed apatite in vitro at 24 hours (based on FTIR and XRD results, Fig. 3 and 4), the substituted compositions did form apatite slower than 45S5, thus confirming the hypothesis that there is some link between dynamic release patterns and bioactivity via apatite formation.

As bioactive phospho-silicate glasses contain orthophosphate groups charge-balanced by modifier cations, in addition to the silicate network, this raises the question of how these
orthophosphate groups are distributed among the silicate structure. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have shown clustering of phosphate groups in certain compositions, particularly for higher phosphate contents, and recent solid-state NMR experiments confirmed the presence of phosphate nanoclusters in a sodium-free version of 45S5. It has been suggested that bioactive phospho-silicate glasses may be phase separated, with a phosphate-rich phase dispersed in a silicate-rich matrix, and TEM replica images confirmed the presence of droplet phases in some bioactive glasses. Particularly for lithium silicate glasses, droplet phase separation is known to occur, and the size of the droplets has been shown to vary with lithium content. The aim of the electron microscopy studies here was therefore to show possible phase separation effects in 45S5 and the mixed alkali glasses, and indeed SEM analysis showed droplet-shaped features (Fig. 7). As the glasses have been previously shown to be amorphous according to XRD results, these features are likely to be either related to phase separation or caused by glass corrosion. Although the time between fracturing of the specimens and loading them into the SEM chamber was kept short (around 20 s only), it cannot be excluded that corrosion had already occurred at such early time points. Particularly the fact that the observed droplets have a crumpled surface and look as if they have dried and shrunk points at corrosion-related processes.

Corrosion also continued with storage time in ambient atmosphere, and potassium-substituted glasses showed a higher tendency for corrosion, with surface features changing with time and increasing in size. By contrast, no changes with time were observed for highly lithium-substituted glasses. Only Li25 showed additional structures at 7 days superimposed on the originally observed ones.

The droplet shape of the structures looks similar to surface features observed for phase separated glasses, including those observed on replica films of mixed alkali bioactive phospho-silicate glasses using transmission electron microscopy. This, together with the fact that the morphology of phase separation in soda lime silicate glasses has been shown to affect glass surface corrosion, suggests that although the surface features observed in the present study are very likely to be related to corrosion processes, their shape might still be influenced by underlying phase separation.

Influence of modifier ionic radii and molar volume on ion release of bioactive glasses in the literature

Despite various studies on ionic substitutions in bioactive glasses, their use as a design tool to tailor solubility by using ions of varying ionic radii has been largely neglected. Still, there are several publications available, which actually show effects similar to those observed for mixed alkali compositions in the present study.

Several studies on cation substitution in bioactive glasses have been performed recently. When substituting strontium for calcium on a molar basis, the smaller calcium ion (100 pm) is replaced with the larger strontium ion (118 pm). The overall effect on ion release was not as pronounced as that observed in the present study (owing to the more similar ionic radii of calcium and strontium), but a more pronounced pH increase in simulated body fluid was observed with increasing strontium substitution. Dynamic ion release studies on bioactive glass S53P5, where calcium was systematically replaced by strontium, showed increasing release of silicon (normalised to the amount present in the glass) with increasing strontium substitution. By replacing calcium ions in the glass with strontium ions, the oxygen density in the glass decreased, i.e. the molar volume increased, suggesting a less compact glass network, which should facilitate water penetration and ion release – an effect similar to the one observed in the present study. When substituting magnesium ions (72 pm) for calcium ions in 45S5, an opposite effect was observed: owing to a more compact network, solubility and ion release were reduced with increasing magnesium substitution.

Besides the substitution of cations, incorporation of anions of varying ionic radii may also help to tailor ion release. When incorporating calcium fluoride into bioactive glasses, the fluoride ions do not bond to silicon atoms (replacing oxygen atoms), but instead complex modifier ions such as calcium and sodium and are present in the form of F anions between the silicate chains. Increasing calcium fluoride contents were shown to result in a lower pH rise during in vitro dissolution studies. This was not, however, caused by an ion exchange between fluoride ions from the glass and hydroxyl ions (OH−) from the solution, counterbalancing the ion exchange between modifier cations and protons (H+), as suggested at the time. A more detailed study later showed that, instead, the pH rise was caused by ion release from the silicate part of the glass only, with contributions from the calcium fluoride part being negligible. Calcium chloride-containing bioactive glasses, by contrast, showed the opposite trend, giving a more pronounced pH rise with increasing calcium chloride content. This difference can, again, be explained by differences in ionic radii: chloride ions (ionic radius of Cl− 181 pm) expand the glass network much more than fluoride ions (F− 131 pm) when present between the silicate chains, facilitating water intrusion and ion exchange.

It is important to note, however, that while replacing one ion with another of a smaller or larger ionic radius may result in desired changes in ion release and solubility, care needs to be taken to avoid any adverse effects. Complete substitution of sodium or calcium by other ions may therefore not be desirable in practice; however, partial substitution still may be considered as a useful tool for fine-tuning ion release and solubility, to design new bioactive glass compositions to address clinical needs.

Conclusion

Combining different alkali oxides in bioactive glasses helps to control crystallisation and improve processing, owing to the mixed alkali effect. Here we show that for Hench-type bioactive glasses no mixed alkali effect is observed in static or dynamic ion release studies. Instead, the ionic radii of the modifier ions...
and subsequent variations in network packing control ion release, glass dissolution but also surface degradation. This suggests that combining different alkali ions – or other modifier ions of varying ionic radii – may allow for controlling glass crystallisation, ion release and degradation, in order to design new functional materials for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
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